Bunny Triangle Treat Box

Celebrate spring by creating this adorable goodie holder using our Triangle Treat Template stamp and Bunny Maker clear set!

Materials Needed:
Inky Antics Stamps**
Dye-Based Ink Pad**
Coloring Supplies**
1/8" Hole Punch
Scor-It Board**

**Available from Inky Antics at www.inkyantics.com

Inky-structions:

1. On white cardstock, stamp 10215V Triangle Treat Template once and the ear and foot from 22615 Bunny Maker Clear Set twice each, as shown in Photo A. Stamp the toe marks onto the feet, and cut out all pieces. (For the bunny parts, cut just inside the solid lines. As a faster alternative to stamping and cutting out the feet, you can punch out two ovals and then just add the toe marks afterward.)

2. Score on all dotted lines of the Triangle Treat piece, and use a 1/8" hole punch on the four dots where indicated by the round marks.

3. Stamp your choice of faces in one of the triangular areas, adding the whiskers if desired. Color in the bunny nose. Use pink chalk on the cheeks and ears. (See Photo B.)

4. Fold along all score lines. The box will close up like a clamshell, as shown in Photo C.

5. Thread a piece of 1/4" ribbon through the punched holes: With the bunny’s face toward you, create an upside down "U" shape with the ribbon. Starting on the left outside part of the box, insert the ribbon through the hole. (See lower left corner of Photo D for the first hole to thread the ribbon through.)

Draw the ribbon across the long way to the opposite end. Thread it through the second hole from the outside again (upper left corner of Photo D).

Pull it across the short way, and now thread through the hole from the inside (upper right corner of Photo D).

Return to the opposite end, and thread ribbon through the fourth hole from the inside again (lower right corner of Photo D).

Photo E shows the same thing but from a front view.
6. Gently pull the ends of the ribbon until the box closes halfway. Fill it with your goodies, draw the ribbon ends tight, and tie closed. (See Photo F.)

7. Fold along the dotted lines of the ears, and apply adhesive to the tab on the “right” side. Attach ears near the top of the box. Apply adhesive to the “wrong” side of the feet on the end opposite the toe marks, and attach feet to the lower sides of the box. (See Photo G.) You’re done!

You can even take it a step further...

Make a bunch o’ bunnies to decorate a tabletop tree for spring, and add a tree topper with one of the sayings from the set that’s been cut and layered with oval & scallop oval punches or Nestabilities dies. Or simply use the sayings to create a card that coordinates with your single bunny box!